At any tlme, one may save or load a game. By loading a game, it ls
assumed that the party has slept and any unconscious characters whose
wounds are serious will be brought up to a score of zero.
They will
still be unconscious, but the added strength received by traversing
levels will not be lessened by wounds. Thls minor sleep also means that
new monsters will be made and the level restocked and any remaining
items on the level will be moved around. Any items that have already
been found will, of course, still be found in the inventory.
Once the ninth level ls reached and mastered, you will go down to
the tenth level, or the lair of the Wizard. Here the Wizard sill create
an awesome foe for you and your party to face. If somehow you defeat
this creature, the Wizard will be powerless and will admit defeat. You
will take him back to your King and gain your well deserved gold.
On each level there are different monsters, each of differing
strengths. Once a monster of high strength is hit, his strength will
decrease according to the damage inflicted upon him. This might kill
him, or do nothing, but in most circumstances it will weaken the magic
emplaced within him. This will cause him to be transformed into a
creature of lesser strength only visible to the Elf who will call out
his new form as soon as he sees it.
At the end of each turn, the monsters will attack and the
characters will cry out if they are hit. score will go down accordingly.

COMMAND SUMMARY
Darkmoor Hold consists of one or two letter commands immediately
upon when they are pressed. These are the commands:
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<SE>arch: This will search the room for any treasure, weapon, or item of
defense. If one is found you will be asked if you want that character to
pick it up. If yes, then "Y". If not the "N". Each character will have a
turn to pick up the item. Items may not be found on the first try.
<SC>ore: This will show that parlcular character's present strength.
Strength can be obtained by travel Ing down a level <only once a level).
If this command ls used on the Elf,
it will show hls strength and also
the amount of magic he has left (see Cast).
<UP ARROW>: This key will move the party up a level when they are in a
room with a rising staircase.
<DOWN ARROW): This key moves the party down a level when they are in
room with a descending staircase.
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<L>isten: This command may be used to listen to the surrounding rooms
for any sound. If a character does not hear any sound, this does not
mean that there ls no monster there, it simply means that he heard none.
<A>ttack or <K>ill: This command may be used to fight the various
monsters within the hold. First you will be asked what you wish to kill.
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